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Those who do not gather wax
Devoted to various labors
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Hive builders
Those who do not build hives
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Gathered together in a globe
or other such form
Wax hives
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more flimsy covering
Rude and rough, made from mud
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The sweetness of honey makes you, Pliny, master of the pleasing natural science, you who 
have made known Urban bees and Barbarian bees. Indeed you have perceived nectar, that 
nourishing fluid diluted by the dew. You have distinguished Urban bees by their customs, 
virtue, worthiness and barbarian bees by their swarms, purity, and harmony in singing.
Recall the greatest Urban bees. For example, it is asserted that ancient philosophers 
followed their swarms even to the Prophet Energia, and that they reached the oracle itself. 
Behold, indeed, you have Urban bees who, according to the extent of their honey-making 
and by the airy nectar flowing sweetly from the most virtuous hive, are resolved that good 
deeds might bless whatever place they are in and that they might favor good and learned 
men.
Look to the bees as excellent examples of how social intercourse should be set up. Certainly 
they suggest to the world a moral philosophy. Also, learn purity of morals and honesty from 
these swift-flying creatures, who attend to their home and family, who attend to labors, work, 
arms, defense, and who attend finally to the procedures of civic life.
Marvel at the duties of the king. Marvel at the duties of the populace, of parent and off-
spring. Marvel at the customs of the little animals everywhere. The master, who has power 
both by endowment and by his own virtue, who labors in giving laws, in ruling, in foster-
ing, in directing, in encouraging, who begets offspring, who gives education, who makes 
the labor productive, is the father. The people are offspring who obey, guard, defend, and 
follow; they also do not suffer the master to be disturbed by the eyes of strangers. They 
are offspring who lift him up and carry him on their necks and shoulders. They consider 
the fledgling kings equally worthy of their veneration. They are continuously engaged in 
labors and duties allotted in the best manner according to the norm of instituted social 
intercourse. In accordance with what is right and proper, they have guards, a time to 
sleep, a time for meals, regular hours, rank, and even customs, as Pliny says. Since they 
will not tolerate the lazy or the wasteful in their home, they chastise or destroy those who 
have crowded together or who have ceased working. However, they always accompany their 
worthy companions in their mutual duties, even to misery and death.
If the militia, which either invades (another country) or defends (its own), depends on 
strong men, on prudent counsel and instruction, and on appropriate strategy, go to the king, 
the leader, the military, the bee; consult the bee. Fear is absent (in him); present are military 
art, the line of march, military rank. Bees are in agreement among themselves and therefore 
they are obedient to their superiors. Any reason for going forth, even the barbaric name of 
the Cimbrians, leads forth that line of march, the marvelous expeditions, and causes the 
movement of the troops. There are camps, and there are those who guard and defend them. 
In any soldier you see that there is such strength and such fortitude that although he lacks 
the iron weapons such as we who are not armed by nature use, he is able to cut down and 
overthrow the enemy with weapons implanted (in him) by nature, and these weapons, as 
sharp as can be, make up his power in invading, as we have seen. Furthermore, they do not 
spare themselves very difficult tasks as when they employ their strength in pushing forward 
and cleaving through wooden objects. They do not tremble at the size of animals larger (than 
themselves), and they even attack men and horses who threaten harm. Now they have never 
conceived any anger against harmless things, and they have never harmed anything outside 
battle, for that is justice in war to the bees. The cause has been noted by Hermonactis. We 
know that they killed three who were sent among them, that they killed the lord, drove away 
the rest entirely, and delivered their home and master from the invading robbers. Scaliger 
notes both the unfortunate horse and the unfortunate inexperienced rider. Certainly there is 
virtue and strength in military bees.
(Bee hives) have hexagonal cells with regular sides, like those which one might observe 
in the supports of a bridge. No carpenter’s rule has been applied in the building; however, 
it is as carefully constructed as anything to which such a rule has been applied. Marvel at 
the most artful plan of the substructures and of the suspended buildings, the joining and 
equality (of the sides) without any weight or danger of collapse. These homes have been 
elegantly constructed, located and furnished so that the family might live together as is 
right and proper, just as the home is constructed according to what is right and proper. 
There are royal cells, citizens’ cells, plebian cells and servants’ cells placed in order, each 
formed in a manner in accord with the dignity and worthiness (of the inhabitant) and 
with the plan of the work itself. Under the ruined exteriors of collapsing cells are placed 
posts, foundations and props by way of repairs. From this Antonomasticus we have the 
name builder in admiration. People praise the architecture and mathematics of the bees, 
and those are disciplines in which so many men are unskilled. Bees also have military 
architecture, that most useful art of fortification, more ancient perhaps than any art you 
might find among men. It is practiced methodically and diligently according to natural 
science in the materials employed and according to mathematics in the order of the forms 
of fortifications. You will see (these arts) if you consider what they draw up all around 
and what they heap up for shutting out (enemies) and repelling all harm and also if you 
consider the tubules made of stone, the constricted openings, and the many things of this 
sort that are in beehives. Turn your attention to statics. If you seek out (some bees) which 
are apart from the rest, you might creep upon them gently while they load themselves with 
small pebbles as ballast against the furious force of the wind. Consider astrology, if you 
wish, for it is not at all vain or superstitious (although it is often ridiculed as such among 
men and is considered vain and rash, a thankless pleasure, among the chief men of the 
princely court), but it is the order of the times according to the very stars and the rules 
of the atmosphere, from whence comes foreknowledge. Add also the vicarious uses of light 
that you might wonder very greatly at all astronomy, especially in the older bees.
So that you may believe that they have been instructed in the arts although they do not 
attain the Peripatum of natural philosophy, see what flowers they taste. Consider all things 
concerning the honeymakers. You might be ignorant of, or because it is wont to flow forth 
so abundantly, you might have doubts about how and from where, physiologically, honey is 
made and how wax (is made), for both of which many uses are always at hand. Most people 
and many famous writers are ignorant (of these things). You must admit, however, that it 
must be well known to the bees, for they swarm together from all sides, and they pluck (the 
wax and honey). They learn of the sap, the juices exuding from certain plants, flowers, and 
fruits. They do not wander among different kinds of plants; indeed they go from violet to 
violet in an undisturbed order. They chiefly seek friendly plants. We see swarms around the 
tuberose called iris, and around orchids, which are remarkable for their parsley-like flower; 
also we see them all around the acorum which, since it is so small, is called bees’ pepper. 
And now the aromas of clover float to them. You might correctly say that the more inter-
nal arts, all of those which are more important according to men, came to chemistry from 
the knowledge of botany, according to which (the bees) have extracted this most excellent 
fluid throughout the ages. For that purpose and for their collections they have foreknowl-
edge of the weather and of the order of plants, and they always know those things which are 
unknown to or greatly disputed by meteorology.
Indeed, you have never clarified or drunk gold by chemistry, except in the feverish 
fantasies of a spirit hoping in vain and knowing more of Chimera than of chemistry. 
Behold, bees distill the most outstanding nectar, the sweetest and most harmless of foods. 
drinks and medications for us and for themselves, and they do so far more than all 
Chymiam(alchemy, which is) on the one hand all smoke, or on the other a stone (the phi-
losopher’s stone) of profit, hardened by the desire of the mind. You can have what you may 
call both gold and potable, and it is not so costly nor as laboriously (gotten).
What experiment can be greater, according to science? What deed can ever be more out-
standing in physical science or to a wise man whom people consider most thoroughly learned 
in the investigation of nature? What, finally, can be more marvelous than to know so com-
pletely one’s own nature that one might compose from selected materials, bring to perfection, 
and bring forth into life by his own hands offspring similar to himself. To what animal, 
either the most skillful or the most perfect, is that [power] given? Is not the Homunculus of 
Paracelsus (a man whom some call the Mysteriarcham, the monarch of science, and whom 
many others ridicule) more to be laughed at than he is able to laugh? The little bee, who has 
certainly been constructed and begotten by the bee, surges forth like [its parent] to its work 
and flies in the same manner [as its parent]. Behold the admirable duty of consuming tender 
buds and the purest art of bringing forth young, [for bees] are placed beyond all weakness-
es of carnal desire; behold this spectacle which is absolutely singular and mysterious in the 
entire natural theatre.
By what titles do you praise the bee? What greater titles do you neglect? How many more 
you should surely give. Do not call them airy, wandering, light, agile, diligent, busy, but 
[call them] studious and artful; [do not call them] vigilant and solicitous, for these are 
epithets given to continuous and persevering labors or to those which are always exer-
cised; instead, [call them] wise and ingenious. Moreover, they are guileless, pious, thrifty, 
celibate, and if you consider the work that they do, [they are] first dew-gathering, flow-
er-gathering; then they are honey-flowing, honeycomb-flowing, the mother of honey, or, in 
filling themselves, the effectrix of divine honey. In their beginnings, both the honey-like 
juice and the flower-producing plant were engendered by the sun, if one listens to Homer. 
This very small bee is adorned by many great titles, which are certainly merited, and even 
the small size of bees praises them the more. You must admit [that their smallness] is an 
argument, and you might assert the argument from the many qualities of the little bee 
or from the emulation of their customs. Pliny had his argument for admiring them from 
these things.
The bee is destroyed if you crush the summit [of the hive] See the height to which the 
mound rises in accordance with its praiseworthy custom; yea, the bee is praised for wisdom, 
prudence, counsel, power, industry, labor, business, concord, piety, temperance, cleanliness, 
frugality, the greatest usefulness, citizenship, natural science, especially for all arts of ruling 
the state, and inviolable justice. Indeed [the bee is the subject] of such praises from all sides. 
Thus this phalanx of virtues, admirable in itself and of so great a number as can scarcely be 
counted, Plutarch says in one word, Apiarius.
From no other place except from the beehive itself, whose pleasant and sweet flowers the 
West Wind brings forth and nourishes, can you be favored by the name of the deity Favor 
and by the deity himself. Make the bean Pythagorean sent, according to etymology, and 
add this cause of favor to the bees and beehives. Truly the West Wind and the honeycomb 
promote best and most the celestial, perpetual nectar-like juices.
Jupiter Melisseus is the benefactor of bees, of the bees of Mount Ida and of Melissa herself, 
from whom, as forebear, [we have] the name of the species. Jupiter, who by the industry and 
kindness of the bees was nourished by honey and protected and preserved from the cursed 
teeth of his offspring-eating father in a cave of Mount Ida, escaped a danger nothing greater 
than which can ever be undergone or imagined. No remedy for this evil, of which there was 
no knowledge but only suspicion beforehand, has ever been devised. This kindness of bees is 
more important than either their internal defects or those imposed upon them. More power-
ful than the bees of Mount Ida are the Urban bees who by their outstanding virtue are able to 
nourish and to liberate, not only in a cave but on the summit of the globe, anyone who flees 
to them. By the greatest probity and by the sacred laws they are able to exclude, drive out, 
and exterminate any evil whatever, protected as it may be by any cover and even concealed in 
the hidden center itself.
What of Goropius, the diviner of words? From his ancient Teutonic voices he calls forth 
genuine praises of these living honeymakers. You can picture to yourself the Bie, if not 
very elegantly certainly very accurately, by admiring the mysterious and the ordinary pro-
cedures of power and by admiring good things of the greatest usefulness brought together 
because bees offer and hold out many things to us. Meanwhile you reveal the mystery to 
us. To bring forth and to rule are parts of the same duty and are reciprocal because he 
who rules all things brings forth all things in the same way, and he who produces rules. 
The Bie to the Belgians, the Bien to the Germans, bees, the most beautiful models of 
power, always produce the fruits of labor most abundantly. They give us honey as food, 
honey and propolim as medicine, wax for the most sacred and solemn brilliance, examples 
for the soul, also many clear admonitions both by their good name and by their omens. 
Certainly the very best things [come] from bees.
An animal might not be munificent enough to have been known to Pliny, or rich enough 
[to have been known] to Lucan. We see that bees and the family of bees are most useful to 
the human race, moreso than are other living creatures. Indeed one may most aptly call those 
things which we acquire from their beneficence riches. Completely without recompense they 
make honey for us. They endure labor of a thousand uses in life, as indeed I read in Pliny. 
They demand nothing for themselves in return for their labors or daily works. They have 
neither guards nor any of the necessities of life, neither flocks nor shepherds. According to 
Aristotle they do not harm any fruit, and according to Pliny, if they brush against anything 
while they are gathering the most subtle juice, they do this so lightly that they seem scarcely 
to taste the largest flowers. They do not disturb, destroy, or usurp anything. They work 
harmlessly. They gather the flowing treasures for the lord, not to cause injury or damage to 
anything. Your works are always multiplied into greater profits by the marvelous propagation 
of the swarms. You will add as much as ten thousand sestertia a year to your riches from a 
small field when beehives have been placed there, and you will have thousands of pounds of 
honey yearly produced from this kind of field. You have heard Varro and other teachers of 
agriculture marvel at these things. You have many things if you have bees. Marvel at the thrift 
of bees, for indeed [they produce their fruits] without expending any produce of the fields 
and without any other expense. Finally, we must bear-witness to the many resources bestowed 
by bees and to our enrichment from the resources of the bees. Certainly from grammar you 
know how easily a little letter might be altered, from the most witty Plautus or Plotus, or in 
olla and aula. Bees certainly produce sweet resources, an opulent plenitude of sweetness.
What products do you have from bees?— honey, wax, commosim, propolim, pissoceron, 
erithacen, even honeycombs. These things certainly bring together the most excellent juices, 
material most useful to you not in one way only or for one faculty only but indeed for the 
greatest benefit to the entire body. But if you stand off and look, there are better things, more 
worthy things, and sweeter things that they instill in the mind. From the moral and mystical 
sanctuary of nature they are warnings, examples, and signs. They have given stimulus to 
undertaking the paths of virtue and work and against any laziness whatsoever and the defects 
of idleness. These things are able to pierce the mind itself by a long and very strong sting. It 
would be a shameful thing if the smallest animals should surpass human nature. While the 
bees heap up their riches of mind and body about you, are you ignorant that you have them 
or of how to make use of them?
What is the fame of nectar and of ambrosia? How much do you praise them again and 
again? The odors of the latter and the tastes of the former, especially, have been pictured by 
poets in celestial feasts, and no other foods or potions have been allowed a place in super-
nal feastings because these things, which can satisfy all appetites of banqueters and satisfy 
them in every way, are most excellently and exquisitely complete within themselves. What is 
honey itself, unless it is both odor and taste, the one breathing forth and spreading out from 
flowers; the other from the dew of the sky. What other pleasing thing will you ever find that 
excels honey in odor or in taste? or what that is more wholly taste, what more wholly sweet, 
which seems to have been sent from the sky and to be wholly celestial. Honey is pleasing as 
food and drink, as you. Ausonians have sung. It is sacred, according to Lucan, and a all heav-
enly gift, according to Virgil. Jupiter himself rains it down on you, Galen. Finally this nectar 
is indeed the nectar, for you, of Virgil and Martial. Who can refuse in any way that ambrosial 
juice of Orpheus, that is to say, ambrosia (now the tales cease) or in ambrosia itself? Will 
anyone not say with Ambrose that this is sacred? By this nectar and ambrosia you can satisfy 
both thirst and hunger. According to Pythagoras, [you can almost live] by them alone. You 
may forego any impure and bloody food, mixtures of many broths, and impure combinations 
of food without taking any other organic food, without any injury to health; or, according 
to the authority of Democritus, [you can live] by the odor alone, as if by [breathing] the 
agreeable exhalations of the sweetest flowers and thus nourishing and recreating [the body], it 
would be possible to restrain one who is aging and about to depart from the living.
Who would not praise and love you exceedingly, Pythagorean Melissa, you who have turned 
mortal men from the eating of meat and from bloody, fleshy food by [bringing] the celestial 
food. You brought the food by which those long-lived fathers remained so long in health and 
life and which active old men, guided by the reason of philosophy, used, the drink by which 
Democritus, Antiochus the Physician, and Romulus Pollio overcame the aging effects of their 
years. Why do you praise wine sweetened with honey? Why pass over in silence anything 
as sweet as honey? Should we not mention those long-lived Cyrnic honey-eaters, or the 
gods, blessed, beautiful, and long-lived even to a thousand years, and also those Orphics of 
Macrobius who 
 drink both the sweet foods from earthly grasses, And the 
ambrosial juice from the perennial dew? 
Or Aristoxenus, for whom honey daily prevents the access of disease? Behold indeed the 
vital juices. Do not other foods and all drinks owe gratitude to them? Men are accustomed 
to partake of them whether they are injected by art or added by nature as far as they creep 
into living food and other things that are used. Honey is entirely nutriment; all nutriment is 
sweetened with honey. Honey is so simple that it may be hidden more or lees in all things, 
mixed so thoroughly with them that it might appear nearly physically similar to other parti-
cles when they are brought together in equal parts [with it]. That honey in which the water 
evaporates most easily is valued rather more dearly, and it is thickened finally so that one 
batch contains the greatest spirits and forces of many [bees] who have made it, and as a result 
it receives and gives forth [these forces and spirits] most strongly. From this honey there 
is complex healing energy, but also there are more numerous uses. If you remove the dewy 
honey and the honey from flowers and reeds from Melitite and Melicratum and from healing 
waters and from Sarmatic Hydromella, Medon, Calabrian Meteglin, or Hispanic Aloe, you 
will have removed all foods which have medicinal value. Thus there would be scarcely any 
food and even less medicine. There is nothing compounded by art which cannot be brought 
to perfection by this nectar. The Egyptian ancestor of the bee is said, not undeservedly, to 
have invented medicine. Your bees, in thick swarms around the funeral rites of Hippocrates, 
the father of medicine, not undeservedly sitting on the sepulcher, intended to escort it and 
to adorn it. These preservers of life, bees, deserve to be praised by greater titles than those of 
honey alone, since health is preserved by honeyed food and restored by honeyed medications. 
Certainly the nature of the eternal skies, praised by the sacred prophets, which one might say 
is like a clock enclosed in long-lasting fruits, can be represented by the Peripatetics as very 
pure and immutable air with its own special law, but nevertheless it is able to breath forth an 
odor. Iatro-chemistry also can breath forth marvelously.
You are indeed amazed at these juices from the sky, Pliny, which are certainly celestial 
in [their] excellence. At the same time you grieve because they become soiled, falling from 
such a great height to the lower depths, and they are corrupted into the juices of flowers. 
You praise the aetherial liquor which falls from a dry sky, the perspiration of the sky, the 
saliva of the stars, the juice of the air, so that afterwards others restore the parts of the sky 
having condensed into drops and the sweet dewy saliva from the stars and the waters of the 
sun. Our ancient learned men, now this one and now that laden with titles, praise the drops, 
the effusions, the harvest. And at the same time they sing of and praise the Apollonian bees 
most elegantly for their care, their harvest, their conservation; they praise the collectors, the 
guards, the administrators. The pleasant, fertile Calabria awaits the manna-like liquors from 
the sky. India awaits the pleasing juices more moist than the flowing saccharin. You certainly 
recognize in the honey-sweet dew of our native land, which is sought after by the little bees, 
the honey-rain from the sky which Galen tells of. And you must have heard of the golden 
showers of Jupiter pouring forth onto the chaste bosom of Danae, as Horace tells, or the 
golden showers that were sent down on the Rhodians at the birth of Minerva, as Claudianus 
says, or golden showers like the great auspices at the birth of Hero. They rain likewise on us, 
but they are not heavy with the splendid weight of golden coins. Honey, by its outstanding 
sweetness and by the nectar sweet effusions of good things, can bless and nourish our genera-
tion with much fruitfulness in every way.
Why, however, should we refuse these pleasures and riches of the earth? The flower is the 
mother of honey; it is the nurse of bees. It is proclaimed not only by the name of its fruit but 
by the name of bees, and according to Herodotus, there is the Scythian Apia. Pliny found 
the best honeys there where they were gotten from the little casks of the best flowers. But 
there is a not slight danger that nothing can be drawn out of the diverse vessels on account of 
contraction except by the most facile talents. Indeed the vessels are not both sweet and full 
at the same time just as they are not both large and small. They might have bitterness from 
the plant, sourness from the absinthe, for which Sardinian honey is found fault with, and 
from the colchicum uneven quality from the boxwood and the Anacardio, and worse things 
from the oleander, perhaps even the insanity that is known as Menomaenon. Finally they 
might have a stench from wolfbane or from the flowers of the chamaeleon plant:, as Bellon 
believes. For these reasons all honey of the Sanni and the Heracleotic Pontus is rejected. One 
obtains galbanarium from the galbaniferous stalk. Moreover, just as honey from the heath is 
less watery in accord with its sandy nature, and honey from the flower of the Siser is watery, 
according to Varro, it is known that bees make thick honey from rosemary. Some honey 
is fluid; some is very thick. The most outstanding honey is that from the silver mines of 
Hymettus, according to Strabo, which you value as much as silver because it is made without 
smoke. It might be pleasing to dwell on the honey in the plants themselves and even in lesser 
things. You know that honey is pressed from flowers by the tyrants of the Troglodites, that 
it is made by the same art from palms in Assyria, and that Saccharin comes from the reedy 
indigo; according to Statius. Add also the honey from the highest branches of trees, which 
produces madness in the Pompeians, and honey pressed from the pods of Ceratia and that 
honey which the honey-making Zizantheres in Africa, emulating bees, make from flowers. 
I name manna and Melisaccarum which are produced from cut trees, and also the birch of 
the Germans flowing with honey-sweet juice. Below these there is the grass which we call 
nectarous from which you can suck and eat honey. Add to this the honey-flowing Metl from 
Mexico, that celestial food of admirable growth, which has carried the name of honey and the 
thing itself across the pillars of Hercules. It has much honey and no aloes, unless one uses 
that inappropriate word because of the empty spiked leaves of the Phytonomorum. There are 
Livonica and Lithuanica from whence one can have the most abundant honey. If, according to 
the witness of Cordus, there is very little moisture in those regions, where can you get honey 
except from plants? Behold the honey-producing stems; behold the honey of the earth and the 
honey within flowers and plants.
The king is father of the bees, a father both innocent and without any con-
nection with venery or involvement in impurity. He has many sons, one might 
say swarms and armies of sons. He loves them above all, and he loves them sin-
cerely, and they should certainly love him above all. Who else indeed should be 
their patron but their father who is holy and who makes the laws. Sovereignty 
is the order of these dominions, of these things which are like a reflection of a 
superior world, [where] we are sons of the great father, and we always rejoice in 
the supreme father, especially in Urban.
Do you wish to say monarch, kingdom, king, leader, and also eminence, 
goodness and even wisdom in ruling? Do you want eloquence always for 
poetic pleasure, diligence, and all the muses and all pleasures? Obedience 
and order and the mysteries of ruling? Name the bees, conceive of bees. You 
will have expressed [all these qualities], and likewise many signs of profound 
teachings, of life, of goodness, of purity, of happiness, of peace, of sanity, of 
prosperity, of very long life, and of good things. When bees exhibit in this 
way so much and such outstanding proof of the best virtues, you cannot but 
solemnly declare them, with Pope Urban, proof in all their parts. For thus 
he has named them with a single epithet when he wished to express appropri-
ately the manifold praises of our tutelary D. Caecilia. He wished to prepare 
multiple proofs and to propose them most explicitly in a few words’ no mat-
ter how diversely some might be accustomed to interpret them. Truly [you 
have] proof in the insignia of the holy Urban monarchy, that triad arranged 
in an admirable number, into which all other things are drawn in the fullest 
complement.
Wondering at and esteeming the structure of the little body you, Pliny, have 
agreed that there is no greater nature of things than that which is complete 
in its smallest possible form. If only you could have used the microscope, if 
you could have used the telescope, what could you have said earlier about the 
lion-maned, multi-tongued, hairy-eyed bee? What could you have said about 
the mouth, the lips, and the tongue itself with its many instruments for honey 
making? These are enclosed in curved sheaths in four cavities which are like 
very large and strong jaws (two with rigid tips are the outer parts opposite each 
other and can be separated from each other [like scissor blades]. Two [move] 
up and down and are very sharp and very strong for striking and piercing). 
The parts correspond in turn to what we might call little spoons, which can 
take in juices, which can enclose a somewhat longer little tongue, and which, 
by folding over one another, can conceal themselves as a thin twig. If you have 
seen these parts bending in every direction and used for licking, you would call 
them tongues. If you have seen them bore through material as hard as wood, 
you would say that they are somewhat harder and stronger and sharper [than 
tongues]. They are able to spread sticky substances, to take up juices, to gather 
both honey and wax, to build their cells with angular sides, to reach into the 
tubes of flowers, but they are also able to cut and to hollow out wood and 
things which are even harder. If you have thought that the edges were sharp but 
somewhat thin at the sides, you would have called them beaks, or if you prefer, 
beak-like tongues. Actually, they are so placed that they ought to be used in 
their work through the varied, wide, surrounding opening. When they reach 
a long way into the middle of flowers there is a triple extension of the parts 
which can be pushed forward very much like a nose. This hollow [extension] in 
the little mouth which is always open for sucking has been observed with the 
greatest diligence by D. Fabio Colonna Lincei. It is surrounded by hairs grow-
ing on the ridges of the outside sections. These rough and hairy parts are used 
for removing the honey juice or more sticky things [from the tongue], and they 
are worn down in the middle [from use]. They are especially useful for drawing 
out the juice from flowers for all the parts are thrust into the flower, and they 
[form] a multi-part sheaf for containing the liquid. The longer parts are well 
moistened and are enclosed [by the outer parts]. The very slender points aid 
in the labor by reaching into the deepest parts. The eyes, it has been affirmed, 
appear as beautiful golden dice boxes in a kind of network of hairy lines. It is 
noted that these [lines] are present on the ends of the wings, but there they are 
thinner and smaller. A tri-part body shows that the workshops for physicians of 
animal functions, vital functions, and natural functions have without a doubt 
been set up separately from the duties of the spirit. If [we] separate in words 
those things which are separated in bees as we discern with our eye it is that 
having been divided they seem to be joined with difficulty one to the other. 
The parts having to do with the belly are deep within and are hardly noticed 
and even cast behind, and they occupy none except the lower parts, and for this 
reason they lie in that position under the power of the upper parts. Flexible 
rings no less properly than elegantly arranged are adorned all around with gold-
en hairy crowns. Hands, feet, arms and legs are very jointed, and both fingers 
and nails and joints are suited above all to work. The antennae are distinctly 
jointed. All things are beautiful and marvelous and singular.
Do you wish to know the works of bees? Observe the little body itself. 
Consider it useful in every part, I say, and the very instrument of utility. 
There is nothing in it which must be considered a useless pleasure. The bee 
lives so that he might work. He springs to his work with all his joints. He 
begins on the third day after his birth, and it is not allowed that any should 
perish from idleness when they fly through the sky. He gathers dews through 
the instrument of his mouth. He sucks dry the flowery and honeyed parts 
of plants. He wipes up even the very tastes of sweet things. He reaches out 
with his hollow tongues and carries them away to his home, where he vomits 
forth the honey from his mouth into the cells, as Aristotle knows. It is also 
known that although they are endowed with teeth and consume a great deal 
of honey, the teeth wear away very little. But they seem to chew beforehand 
the boiled food and to offer it to us rather than to themselves just as the 
most faithful nurses [would do]. Indeed they sometimes use their teeth in 
order to get honey from the harder parts of the branches by gnawing away 
[the parts]. They enclose the five tongued beak in very strong jaws that are 
like a sheath. They fight danger fiercely with bony nails on three fingers, 
and they even dig into and excavate and lay bare wood. They creep through 
[the flower] and they scrape the twig [stamen] with their front legs. Then 
they wipe off [the pollen] with the middle leg, and they shake it off onto 
the curved parts of their back legs. In this manner they pick up wax and 
sticky substances. Aristotle wrote that they carried [them] on their legs, and 
the most learned D. Fabio Colonna Lincei both saw and observed yellow 
globules adhering to their back legs. They use all their rough joints and their 
entire hairy body in their work, and they gather and carry away [the pollen] 
with these hairs. In danger they always fight fiercely with their bodies to the 
end, and they are not terrified by the fear of death.
You know Platonic bees; you know Pindaric bees; now see the imitators 
of Socrates venerating that father of Greek wisdom, even to being pugnosed 
because the tip of the nose has been compressed. There are kings of bees who 
spring from a bull’s head in imitation of the birth of Minerva. If you would 
produce this offspring of Jupiter [you might think] that it had been concealed 
in the mind of the bull. Meanwhile you will have called bees Cerebrigenas 
[born from the brain], Jovian, Socratic, Palladian. Moreover you call them 
Apollonian from Apis itself, Dianian because of their great chastity, and 
musical, from all the muses. You will never extol the outstanding, noble bee 
with enough praises for their gifts, their sacred mysteries, prophecies, heroics, 
histories, examples, fruits, and nature.
Why do you call the bees deaf, Aristotle? They are a musical animal, the 
birds of the muses of Varro and others. I know that the Parthenians were 
the unfortunate offspring of lasciviousness and pleasurable intercourse 
unrestrained by purity or the innocence of virginal bodies. I have known the 
mountain dwellers and the flower wanderers dedicated the muses in tapes-
tries or even to Diana of the Ephesians, as the most learned D. I. Ricchio 
Lincei has observed on coins confirming these causes. But nevertheless you do 
not give this name [deaf ] to Musaeus if people are denied his music because 
of defective ears. [Bees] are held, they are allured, they are led by harmoni-
ous music (whatever you offer). So, deaf one, they are delighted [by music] 
and they rejoice with buzzing wings, like sounding applause, and they even 
a tune us to deafness. You rudely clamor that they are deaf, and therefore 
you do not deserve to ask for honey. They are deaf to you because you have 
closed your ears to them in a stubborn attack of your reasoning powers. You 
say that the openings which usually serve the function of the reception of 
hearing look very little like ears. But this is not so according to our micro-
scope. That which is much smaller than what we can know by our senses can 
become known, and you can study the many little bodies that nature has 
brought to completion if you apply the microscope. Any time you see many 
very tiny structures, you exclude many others still beyond these, which flee 
and elude all the sharpness of the instruments we make. And it will be the 
same with what you will discern by means of our telescope when you bring 
things very distant closer to the eye. Other things remain even more distant 
which it does not reach at all. Therefore you must become accustomed to 
missing with equanimity not a few of the smaller and more distant things.
Does the bee not hate odors? See with what indignation he attacks those who 
are smeared with ointments of both Moschus and Zibeth. You think very little 
of [odors]. The [bee] shrinks back greatly from foul odors and particularly 
from those which bodies polluted with Venus and Bacchus emit. This little 
animal most desirous of cleanliness has lozenges for sweetening the breath and 
rank body odor just as Rufillus and Gargonius do. Is not anyone who is drunk 
also impure? But of precious delights Moschus and Zibethum and Magnatum are 
among the first of all odors and ointments. You interpret this rightly indeed; 
but at the same time see the value and delights constituted in purulent diseased 
blood or even more in the stinking corruption of pus, I say, in the decaying 
gore of little beasts, and in dirt and sweat and the conflux of filth and excre-
ment (which is miserable to men). Recognize that this odor is in no way from 
pus but is dirty and filthy. The bee senses these things with purer and more 
natural nostrils; and discerning so much better the pure from the filthy, it takes 
the natural breaths of balsam and of the flowers of thyme and anything that is 
most pleasing and healthful in every part and is pure smelling. [The bee] does 
not collect the odors in foul smells as you do, nor does it delight in filth and 
corruption, you who adorn your luxury with precious impurities, you who have 
costly stenches.
Sex, which distinguishes among them, is not present in bees because there 
is virginal chastity in each. All are pure and know no venery. But there is 
manifold fecundity. Their perfection is always uniform and they are all the 
same. The diversity in producing offspring is not due to any distinction of 
sex but to the established order of dignity and to the duties of defending, 
of the state, and of working. Because the Apinum bodies and limbs remain 
wholly dedicated and agreeable to direction and to beneficial labors, they do 
not place themselves in the way to any lusts of the body or pleasures.
Tell of the power of majesty. Thus the king bees abstain from the use of 
arms. They restrain themselves from fighting, and they avoid the movements 
of anger. Columella and several others believe that they do not have a sting, 
but this is indignantly doubted by Pliny, Aelian and others since they are 
in any case the strongest bees. Certainly the influence of arms and strength 
is greater when it is spread abroad in estimation and opinion rather than 
being put to use among princes. Indeed [the use of force] coerces others 
only with difficulty while [the opinion of it] is better able, meanwhile, to 
drive away the enemy by fear and to coerce and control at the same time. 
Rhetorically, you can consider power, whether active or passive, as most wide 
spread provided that it is not confined in its actions by boundaries or if it 
is not hindered by being limited and hedged in by written agreements. Its 
amplitude, which always exceeds the magnitude of its bounds on all sides, is 
unlimited. That force which exists in name and in the far reaching voices of 
rumor excels in its swiftness and its ability to occupy lands abroad.
Having traversed the kingdom of the bees, you understand what magni-
tudes of body and of fortune are in them. The drones are larger than the 
bees; there are smaller drone cells for them which are designed for the bees. 
The [bees’] spirit, which is measured by their virtue and by the power of 
their natural character, not by the size of their body or of their fortune, 
is great. Little men who are puffed up by pride, who are excited by empty 
forms and opportunities for pleasures, who are carried into high places by 
the levity of fortune, are certainly limited. Those who have their greatness 
because of their heroic spirit which is real and remarkable, exercise a far 
greater and most august dominion.
[The bee] lives about seven years, which is the average. The life of the little 
animal, which is admired for its industry and toil, can be prolonged to twelve 
years. I hope that you attribute its length of life and its efficacy and its conviv-
iality and its excellent nourishments wholly to the most appropriate arrange-
ment of organs in its little body. There are those [creatures] similar [to the bee] 
which either creep or fly. Many of these live scarcely a month, and some even 
live scarcely a day. For this reason they are called Ephemera. Certainly although 
it lives and gathers [honey] harmlessly, the bee lives and produces much.
What is the aspect of bees?— the form of a bull, the mane of a lion, a 
golden garment. The Egyptians cultivated the bee and the ancestor of bees, 
Apis. With the aid of the microscope see how much they recreate the species 
in their entire heads. The bee was the sun, however. Behold the pelt of the 
lion, remarkable for golden honor, which when well gilded by the sun seems 
to generate little animals from its liquor just as [one weaves] a garment 
from the spindle and the shuttles. The [bees] correspond in a certain way to 
the leonine generation. They are, however, generated spontaneously from the 
bull, and they ought to know Malta and the barbaric mother Venus. They 
can call forth both Deborae and Barbarae from the Hebraic Dabar shining 
barbarically with gold, as if adorning and embellishing the Phrygians by 
their nature.
The purity of bees, the cleanliness of bees is discerned from their food, and 
their name seems to tell that they do not have feet, but not because their limbs 
are this way or because they were deprived of feet, but because we consider 
them entirely immune from all filth and from all contamination (these things 
are of the feet and the lower part of the body). Alluding to this cleanliness of 
the Apina (as the most learned D. Ign. Braccius has noticed) is the Barbutim of 
the Hebrews, which by chance are the Barbarae of Pliny.
If you have been irritated by their sting, flee. Actually it harms the wicked 
and the unjust. These [defects] must be absent or the bee will warn you by 
its very name. If you would properly extract their honey you must wait until 
you are morally virtuous. The vault which has been most amply constructed 
by the diligent labors of virtue will admit and receive you to the nectar 
storehouses. There is a just plan and a just distribution of both rewards and 
praise.
The bee flies above the tips of flowers and branches. Unless I am deceived 
you might think, together with the interpreter Callimachus, that it was 
called Παναχριδα [Panacratic] because of that. As you see, he drinks and 
draws up honey from the tops [of flowers]. For if [the bee] follows and lights 
on certain flowers, it is those not used and completely ignored by other 
animals, those which are strange and alien. Flowers do not all grow at the 
top of the plants since they also come out at the sides and in the hollows 
where the branches unite with the stem, and even downward. You must 
contemplate the greater heights of virtue which [the bee] reaches and which 
it proclaims to you, the lofty and prominent flowers, never the drooping 
ones. From them it glitters far and wide, and from them you are able to 
shine forth in rivalry of the most lofty places. Because of this you might, not 
unfortunately, derive the name Apibus from Apicibus [summits], indeed 
more easily and more fortunately by the Latin Syncope. At the same time 
this warns that [bees] should be taken away from the crowd of common 
spirits and that they should be lifted from the midst of inferior ones as is 
truly fitting for their crowds and swarms. They can never in any way be 
appropriately gathered together except on the summits of virtue, and on the 
flowery vertices of dignity, from which they can shine forth in every way and 
in every direction.
You must not think that this is enough of names or of titles. Add the mys-
tery of mysteries. You recognize bees of Ceres and bees of Juno. Actually, the 
majesty of bees was such to the heathens that it was associated with nearly all 
the greatest divinities. The coins of the Brutti have Juno the queen with a bee 
and Jove on the other side. On the coins of the Metapontians, however, you 
see the wheat stalks of Ceres with [the bee]. If we examine the coins of the 
Heraclideans from Argos, struck under their rule, which the elder Caesia of 
the gens Fonteius wrote about, we can rejoice greatly. We who write about bees 
with a reed pen and with a sincere affection see their figures on coins engraved 
by our ancestors. From these coins we know of the great ancestral propensity 
for devotion [to the bee] and knowledge of its very great beneficence. There are 
very great gifts wrested from wheat by the honey makers with their excellent 
instruments both from the lower regions of the sky and even the sun and from 
the fruitful fertile higher regions of the earth. These regions show that they 
enjoy the prerogatives of the celebrated ones and many good things from both 
places. Indeed Juno and Ceres show to the bees the dews and flowers, which are 
libations from the sky and earth. Best of all, that illustrious disciple of bees, 
Pindar (whom, although inimitable to the ancients, the Urban bees, the bees of 
lyric odes, show to be very much imitated in our day), named them the sacred 
ministers of Ceres, most greatly conspicuous for purity, in whom there was the 
strength of Jupiter, the cleverness of Pallas, the fecundity of Venus, but also the 
purity, the chastity and the innocence of Diana. These shining bees of Apollo, 
from whom they have both their origin and the nourishing juices from which 
they obtain their abundant riches, are of the harmonic order of the muses by 
reason of their harmony. Who has truly discovered the inner and concealed 
mystery of Mellona? Who has ever revealed the secrets of the honey mak-
ers with the grandeur worthy of them unless he do so entirely with honeyed 
eloquence? Unless he do so with honeyed tone, just as Pindar himself is called 
Pindar Melonoeus [a musical composition]. Virgil has sung briefly that bees 
have portion in the mind of God and life from heaven derive
The festive bees inhabit high places. Hybla and Megara send coins with 
the Phaebea laurel. The maidenly Diana from Ephesus also sends engravings 
on coins and gems, three in number. Certainly bees rule, and we await the 
honeyed age. Can you sing the praises of any ancient golden age without bor-
rowing words of praise from honey? These are strange things. [The bee] tastes 
no gold. Gold brings nothing but luxury and the damnation and trickery of 
desires and devotion to detestable fame. But the bee shines forth elegantly. 
And the golden honey from the golden bees shines forth. At the same time 
that [the bee] tastes [honey] he tastes life. In this way you can have harmless 
gold with a most healthful taste. This race must be praised the most for its 
fruit and splendor, which are honey, and which, from the name of honey 
itself [mel], are much meliora [better] than all metals. Certainly you should 
not compare the concretion of the inferior earth with the celestial gifts.
What else about bees? What else indeed! How much have I said that is 
taken from the greatest philosophers, the greatest poets, and the outstanding 
men among the ancients and contemporaries, physicians and moralists, all 
writers. How much have I discussed their nature in all its parts. How far have 
I worn down my reed pen, more than in any part of [Pliny’s] Natural History. 
Although I have distinguished them by observation and admiration, is that not 
sufficient? Behold Aristotle, Theophrastus, Pliny. Behold Varro, Columella, 
Virgil, Lucan. Behold so many recent authors. Add, moreover, a judgment con-
cerning writers about bees; the most diligent Hyginus, the most elegant Celsus, 
the most subtle Aristotle have discoursed about them. Who has named such 
bees and has not added notes of admiration and praise? You can find no one. 
It is not easy to have books without bees. They indeed have swarms, they have 
nobility in every way. They are the symbols of an ardent spirit, tumultuous and 
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Have you never observed physiologically the little pitchers of flowers from which you draw 
the honey that rains from the sky? [The honey] lies deep, and it is admired not a little, and you, 
although you are not provided with funnels and probes, might wish to fulfill this arduous task [of 
gathering honey] because you have the very great skill [to make] many suitable [instruments]. 
But truly, if you will earnestly inquire into the small beehive and will imbibe the evidence 
from the honey, you will discover many things about the narrowness of the tubule, and the 
depth of the calyx, and the covering of the little rose bud, and the suspension of the structure, 
and the secret time of the dew. And so, even with many instruments and surgical arts, you can 
scarcely gain admittance to the airy juices that enter [the flower]. Before this labor you ought 
to look at the dead nettle, the honeysuckle, beans, Limodoron, the Melilotum, Cytlsum, and 
Trifolia [kinds of clover], the spiked, hairy, flower hanging plants. You could never, even with 
the greatest labor and diligence, instill those tenuous, watery substances into their coffers and 
the receptacles filled with honey that are situated in the lower parts of the flower, to say nothing 
of the little drops of honey dew, which, although they are somewhat thicker than milk and are 
sticky, are nevertheless in their origins very watery and dilute. In fact, they want to cling to 
the uppermost edges even if they fall onto the little mouths of the flowers, which are not 
narrow or well hidden but open wide and on high, so that they await the little 
drops and are able to take in the falling juices from every side or to admit 
them by some passage into the inner parts. Certainly honey should 
be gathered from the rains, or some other manner, rather than 
given to you by reason of the labors of flowers. Although 
they conceal our Phytonomos this is a very small 
impediment to bees, especially in fig trees. I 
doubt that you would be unwilling to 
agree with Varro that bees get 
very little honey from the fig 
tree, but the 
ancients had 
Syceram, a pure and clean honey 
bearing concretion 
from it.
The scholastic who expounds the abstruse physics does not ignore [wax]. Certainly bees rightly 
recognize the wax bearing nature of plants, which, lying hidden in all things, has the appearance 
alternately of both simple and complex bodies and of the companion of honey. It occupies the 
middle position between oily and sticky [substances]. Those [substances] compose [wax] also when 
they mix and work through those things which are most waxy. Substances of that kind burst forth 
mostly from the centers of flowers, or they exude from the very cortices. When they are placed on 
the surface, bees pluck off and extract them in lesser quantities. And they do this so that they can 
properly temper the drier substances with the wetter ones and can add the viscous ones to the 
pliant ones, and they collect them into masses. Actually, they often make from many substances 
one homogeneous kind of wax most suitable to their hives. We see that a different impression has 
been put upon and has been retained by those original substances which are certainly very pure 
but which have only their maternal condition, and they are like honey. To view soberly what is 
beautiful and pleasant is difficult, and it greatly occupies those of us who eagerly observe it with 
our Oposcopia. Meanwhile it is possible to gather [wax] if that Homeric oil Hygron which acts 
like moisture or liquid and is easily poured should be halted in its motion and should thicken 
into a hard mass, or if something should coalesce from the dust or rather from sweat and very 
fine bran chaff, the dry and the sticky particles intermingling, you can get none other than wax. 
The olive-bearing tree confirms the wax, for according to ancient witness wax is gathered most 
copiously from the olive tree. However, the wax consist of rather rough little particles 
Joined by agreement into a union. So that the little lumps can be more 
solid and the particles finer it adheres together and grows 
warm, and when it is melted it is joined with 
Vulcan, or rather, so that it can be 
entirely transformed 
in the fire, 
it is 
dedicated wholly to the heat in the way 
that we speak about in 
our books about 
fire and  
natural hearths.
The Melilotus, the honey of fruits, and the lotus itself, however much it is called honey pro-
ducing, should withdraw. All the Meliphylla and whatever else partakes of the name of sweet-
ness, should withdraw. Melia is connected with the outstanding honey producer. The ash 
tree, Melia itself, which we have observed to acquire its name among the Greeks from honey, 
shows a sort of honey within. How besides the hard saccharin and the liquid nectar, the third 
sort of admirable honey is manna. What is manna, however, if it is from the sky and from the 
ash tree? If dew, is it also Juice? Is any other honey complete besides dew and Juice? You get 
[manna] by separating it from ground up plants, or flowers, or from various boilings. Bring 
to me the honey sweet olive trees, which pour forth the [manna] from the Aeleomeli, the 
linden trees, the larch trees, the cedars, but never the living fig tree in flower, my Phytopta. 
My most skillful Recchio, who fetches from the New World the riches of-medicine, brings 
me the Tzonpelic Xihuitl, which I have called nectar—like, a concretion of hardened sweet 
honey. You show us the Hypasitan aster, whose stalks you must boil, according to Statius, 
the dripping Mexican Metlina, even the Calabrian power of the ambiguous Mellona in your 
ash trees or in your ash aster, called Orni, of the forest. Now you bring the manna that you 
have gotten from the cortices [of plants], then manna from the dew on the leaves, which 
you have caught on linen cloths, falling honeys enclosed until now in the maternal bodies. 
If these hide others, you should be able to show satisfactorily that the ones which have been 
sent forth into the air as sprinkling dew return to the branches of their own trees, although 
you have never noticed this hitherto because you were strongly intent on collecting it. Times 
we have explored the inherent nature of honey in plants, which can be carried on high, and 
from there like fruit from the sky it seeks the green places and leaves to which it is peculiar. 
It is easy for all men to abandon to the chemistry of Apollo, which causes smoke to arise but 
who is least touched by it, the dusky bee, wherever it may be, that is to say, the Egyptian bee, 
who draws forth and carries away the refined juices from the midst of the lower parts, partic-
ularly from the viscera of the plants, whence from their supernal workshops the elaborators 
distill the placid drops and replace them in their particular places, and they are not hindered 
by gusty winds. You can read of all these things more fully in our Thaumatombria, in which 
we have contemplated not only rains of honey, manna and saccharin, but also waxes, gums, 
and the resinous gum from trees, among many other marvels, and you can include equally 
the flowery and the celestial gifts of honey. The sky and Apim the sun are father; the 
earth and the flower Apiam [parsley] are the mother. [The honey] ascends to 
the former and seeks again the hollow places of the latter. Bees are the 
authoresses, distributors, provisioners. They unite and draw together 
both [earth and sky]. They have foreknowledge of the honey 
dew, Melimela [honey apple] and Mellita [sweetness] 
alike, however much these are noted and considered 
inferior. For this reason [things like honey] are 
usually called Apiana [of bees] by those 
who study them  
thoroughly.
Consider the excellence of wax that you might rejoice greatly in bees. When you have it, 
you have nothing less than light itself both day and night. It conquers the most stubborn 
shadows. It aids the nocturnal Athenians, those night owl students of virtue, and it prolongs 
the conversations of wise men. It is the companion of learned nocturnal students. The very 
faithful oil, which of its own accord stands in obeisance, should not be coerced like a fugi-
tive into the prison house of jars. That oil, which shines forth unsullied, should not swarm 
with the pollution of harmful foreign bodies. That nature is better for preserving than for 
lighting. You have funeral torches, nuptial torches, banquet torches, sacred torches also, 
royal torches, festive torches from [wax]. You have splendor and daylight in the midst of 
shadows. How many nights in this year and in this age have we seen dispelled when light 
was brought? More than [the number of] swarms of bees or the innumerable works that 
they collect for us? More than the remarkable multitude of their fruits, the little drops of 
wax which light our paths and even light the narrow streets at night? Would anyone desire 
rather those torches of antiquity, the dark rotten pine torches whose light is faint and oblit-
erated by gushing smoke? Would anyone ever want to use anything whatsoever instead of 
wax as a substitute for light and sun? This very wax formerly provided tablets for the writers 
of literary matters, both writers of news and thinkers, and even better it gave light to the 
ideas of the human mind and gave the ideas to the light. Concerning wax, I might name 
many others, nearly all physicians, painters, sculptors, and a thousand more. Anyone can 
read about this very thing in Pliny, about this composition of bees that has a thousand uses 
in life. You have a pledge of the very thing even in the very name. Jesting about the name, it 
is like Χαῖρε [he rejoices], not like anticipation of deceitful coins or gold, not like the belly 
of a magistrate which knows no hunger, not fearing the harsh censor Persius at all. It greets 
you immediately as you are in sight, which very much interrupts the ceremonies. And you 
have the symbol, by which one usually expresses compliance, and it is most compliant to 
your wishes. Whithersoever you might order it to be, it is outstanding both in color and in 
form. It always becomes tractable and easily worked however you might wish. Such indeed 
is the work of bees. How much more wonderful it is if [it comes] not from the tears of many 
trees, and from the common-olive tree, or from the native poplar and flowers, chiefly the 
lily, and from the scales of a kind of Narcissus, but from the charlock, mustard, and from 
vile-smelling plants similar to obolariis. Bees compose things most useful to us, letters in 
the light and utensils, golden, snowy white, and multicolored masses.
You bring [wax] to the scales of nature and examine it, as it were. You must divide or dis-
solve what is melted together if you wish to know what composition or what structure will 
be exposed. In honey you will find watery broths that have a salty taste; in the most mild 
and placid saccharin, oil; and in wax, sulphur and bitumine also. These melt together [with 
the wax] in fire, but the pure wax is wholly consumed by the flame. It is not unknown in the 
refining of gum that honey flows somewhat with saccharin, that it is many things in manna, 
and that it is of a dual nature, as the Matthiolum and Altimarum, although it lives in the 
Calabrian air and trees, the manufacturers of manna. It will often collect in such a way that it 
will even adhere to the sickles in the hands of proper mowers, resisting in vain their motion 
and the weighing scales. It has the form of wax and the taste of honey; it is a substance some-
what between wax and honey, and it can be seen in both of these forms. It is also between 
honey and Saccarum [saccharin?] if you think of the taste of the former and the consistency of 
the latter, and It can be easily discovered that the one is more liquid and the other harder than 
[manna]. Because of its double nature it is also called Melisaccharum. Furthermore [honey] 
hardens in the cold of the night, but it melts in the sun. [Manna] is dissolved by water and 
rain and hardens in the sun. [These phenomena] were the occasion of a knotty problem rather 
vigorously disputed. The force of the Peripatetic doctrine, which has been impressed on the 
mind more strongly than any fever has ever been inflicted upon the body, orders [us] to sep-
arate by great intervals those things which pertain to heat from those which pertain to cold. 
The fact that warmth exists in a body at the same time that the hair stands on end [because of 
the cold] and that heat and cold are not separated by any interval but arise in the same body, 
does not move the mind of the physician who agrees rather with false ideas and thinks that 
heat is the opposite of cold, and, mistaken because of his faulty senses, makes intension the 
contrary of remission. We might say that like the scholastic, who speaks nonsense but says it 
in the proper form of argument, he transcends hazardously from the looked for to the com-
pleted. However, he is able to perceive and grasp the fact that in the same way that something 
can be scorched by the invading icy north wind or by the nearness of impending flames and 
the moisture of the leaves dried up, heat can be augmented when exposed to nearby snow. 
Indeed there is one penetrating origin of heat and cold. A quickening movement results from 
the former and a thickening results from the latter. In dissolving, there is a conflict of the 
parts with the fire, and the solution is almost wholly consumed in flames. From the separat-
ing there is light, the offspring of complete dissolving. We have studied these things more 
fully in our Physica mathesis. It does this to the mannas.
Those conditions that break in on diverse outer parts that have a disposition for receiving 
should not be sought at a distance. We have it from the mothers themselves, and this is 
enough. That is to say, the ash tree manna has a salty concretion of gum and earthy juice. 
The manna from the cedar, the larch and the juniper has the gum and pitch of resinous trees 
which tends to be oily like bitumine or a fiery broth. When [mannas] have been exuded by 
the tree they retain to a certain extent their maternal characteristics, as when [they come] 
from gummy or sappy [trees]. These [characteristics] lie hidden in the midst of their bodies 
as principles. These sorts [of principles], which are either borne on the air or in the hollows 
where the branches unite with the stem, in which they make their homes, seem to bring 
a metallic nature to the flowing waters and juices. From this comes that middle nature, 
first produced under the auspices of bees, which has been detected and described in three 
books of the Metallophyti. These [substances] flow in various ways in proportion as they are 
made up of diverse particles. An uneven viscosity shows pliable bondings. A salty taste 
[shows that the particles] have angles. Greasiness shows much spreading and 
bluntness [of the particles]. The ready access of heat and of oil into 
water shows inner spaces and the expanding and separating 
[of the particles]. All of these things [happen] in the 
taking away and in the composition of the 
forms from their parts and in the 
unfolding mixtures.
T H E  B E E H I V E
O F  T H E  N A T U R A L  T H E A T R E
O F  P R I N C E  F E D E R I C O  C E S I  L I N C E I
P R I N C E  O F  S A N  A N G E L Í  A N D  S A N  P O L I .  I .  M A R C H [ E S E ]  O F  M [ O N T I ] C E L L I .  I I .  A  R O M A N  N O B L E ,  D E S C E N D A N T  O F  G . [ I A C O M O ]  C . F E S L ]
W H O  I S  D E D I C A T E D 
T O  T H E
U N I V E R S A L  H O N E Y - M A K I N G  F A M I L Y  D E R I V E D  F R O M  I T S  F I R S T  G E N E R A T I O N ,
Distributed in its special and differences in the visible natural world.
You must conclude that in various regions one [bee] differs more or less from another, particularly in the size of its body and in color, because they are formed from the honey-like juice and the honey by which, it is said, they are nourished and they depend upon and to which they are similar in color. Honey is selected with no little discrimination from diverse flowers and fruits, 
by diverse exhalations and boiling, from the sky and sun. Not the outer part of the flower or that in the nearer reaches, but that in the internal nature is detected and explored. Those men who are most diligent in studying the [secrets] of the admirable swift-flying creatures have presented their work as physical history, or agriculture, or even morality and poetry. Contemplation 
of simple honey-swollen [bees] or of the greatest mystery fascinates many men. Bees have had admirers who in every age have followed after them eagerly and with affection and have looked at them attentively with their eyes and have looked at their appearance. Indeed Aristomachus of Soli, for two less than sixty years, Phyliscus Thasius, who is also called Agrium [wild man], 
a hermit, and other lesser known philosophers [have done this]. Even in our age they have those Germans, men with the most subtle arts, who, so that they can see them even when they are hidden in their homes and so that they might look into the very midst of their work and their state, have made up a transparent beehive from glass. Perhaps [it is] more suitable and more 
commodious than ones made from horn or the one which according to Pliny was made by the ancients from transparent stone. You must believe, however, that much lies hidden which hardly anyone has ever recognized as different or has perceived by any amount of curious observation. If, rightly and properly, all things should be observed and should be judged as being without 
defect of character, the number of things that have been studied to such an extent concerning the inner comradeship and the more intimate family of bees is certainly not too small.
If you wish to consider fully the outstanding dignity and the many outstanding gifts [of bees] and at the same time to consider that so many writers have exerted themselves more in investigating them than in investigating any other animal, and that they have never been able to observe and study them sufficiently — from all these things you might think that this, our extensive 
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Foreign to men, which 
become well known
Noted by a sound by 
which they seem powerful
More domestic
Fierce and powerful
H O N E Y - M A K I N G 
B E E S
S O L I T A R Y ones, μοναδικαἰ [singular] according to Aristotle, wandering alone, who separated here are dispersed, nor are they accustomed to come together in one place and in mutual parts, or to have any social intercourse
The father, the king, the supreme lord is outstanding because of his beauty, his form, and because of a shining diadem that is marked on his head. According to Columella, he does 
not have a sting, [a fact] to which nearly all recent writers (perchance from the Diogenian teachings) seem to subscribe. However, Aristotle says that the more influential and 
certainly the more able bees do not make use of [the sting], and Ambrose agrees with him. Nevertheless, there are those who, together with Aelian and Pliny, doubt whether these 
bees lack a sting. Truly this elegant prince is absolute over all others even from his birth. He is obvious at once because of his wings and his remarkable limbs and his full stature 
and his size. Certainly no one could easily consider him from whom all bees with stings are brought forth to be devoid of a sting. Other kings likewise have their origin from 
him because the material for the generation of bees is strewn by him. Cardan thinks that it is nothing other than honey from which bees spring forth entirely. Scaliger denies 
this, but he seems to indicate that the bee nevertheless adds honey-sweet liquid and, moreover, the heat elegantly appropriate to the construction [of the young]. But nevertheless, 
according to the equally legitimate testimony of Pliny and Aristotle, the bee is made from the honey of flowers, chiefly Cerintha, Olea, and Arundinis. Bees are fed by honey, 
a fact about which [Pliny and Aristotle] are in agreement. There are the honeysweet origins; bees bring back the honey-like connection with shrewd foreknowledge, with desire 
and with form. At this time, however, the honey is a liquor of tranquil nature; it is the material, selected and plucked from the viscera of flowers, their own special hiding place 
for honey, for fermenting a certain virtue which must quicken. But it seems also that we should undertake to examine more closely the value of the work; and we must stop here 
for a time while we are most desirous of turning the attention of honey-lovers from the picture of the exterior to that of the interior.
The material, swollen with juice, is not nicely arranged. It is at first in a disarranged and rather simple form. The heterogeneous mixture has particles hidden in small, crude 
limps. Since it is suffused by moisture, at first it contains heats which by evaporation pulse and quicken in the center from the internally stifled heat. Many things have cer-
tainly been written about the bubbling, mingling mass, the various solutions and applications. Now the one and now the other of the forms caused by the heat are united for the 
completion of the organs. These quick movements are spread out in their beginnings. They stir around a great deal, and they dissociate by mutual internal strugglings into parts 
which either become closed in or disappear. The particles, disturbed and moving vigorously, little by little undergo that joining which holds and restrains them in appropriate 
boundaries within and without. [The body of the bee] is carefully made solid, and while [the grubs] hang from the supports of nearby walls, the passages for flowing and the 
passages for breathing are made, and when all things have been distributed according to what is right, their parts are constructed. At last, by a calm collecting and at a conve-
nient site [the parts] gather together in one body. This disposition leaves empty spaces in [the body] for the flowing [of liquids] and reins in the furies, bringing together some 
things for the purpose of flowing, while some other things have been compressed, joining those things which are thinner and those things which are thicker. It divides the drier, 
more solid things which contain from the softer contents, and quietly and with soothing obligations it tempers the motions, the freedom from restraint which should neither be 
able to nor ought to break forth or waste away. In this way, on the one hand the exhalation of the vital heat in the fever of work is checked, and on the other hand a release is 
provided and that pleasing heat, as if formed into rays, can settle in a moderate middle path between frenzy and laziness. They call it celestial heat, they call it heat from the 
stars mystically corresponding to the element of the stars, whatever its terrestrial origin and home might be. The functions of the vital principle of the souls (that is to say, of the 
more tenuous and constantly excited and extended parts always connected with the vital principle by interior pulsations) can be exercised by the instruments of the mass itself, 
namely the muscles and the various limbs and all the organs logically and compliantly arranged, variously excited by leveling, by withdrawal, by impulse, by pressure, and by 
posture. Certainly the mutual coordination and harmony of the whole, of the parts, and of all the forms, which rest in an orderly fashion from large to small and from distant 
to closely connected, maintain the completed work, and it forms the nature of the animal, in which that double nature of moving and movement, of freeing and being free, 
might appear as a result of a maker with such a nature. Only with great difficulty can you represent in words that single work which is of a multiple nature. This fruitfulness is 
certainly wont to be the industry of that great Mother, who seems unworthy of the name of foul filth received in learned debate. These bees come forth of themselves in the hive. 
It should not seem marvelous if by a single one of their works many living creatures can be produced, the parents of whom are preserved by their powers. However it is much 
easier and agreeable to reason to mention this, that so long as the parents remain near (for material far away or unsuitable should not be gathered) so long will the powers of 
the causes be joined in one thing. Now the material, which they call the generating material of bees, is present, having been plucked from honey-bearing flowers, and in that 
material a bee-like structure ought to emerge from a not accidental collection of the parts; but having been collected it is so similar to the [bees] own forms which follow [from 
it] that the particles ought to be much closer to and go into bees in a few steps if they are gathered and compressed far away. The milky color [of the material] indicates that it 
is sperm-like and foamy and that, condensed within its bounds, it is appropriate for the formation of organs but not as the first food, such as we would consider mother’s milk, 
eggs, many seeds, and oily, watery, and salty mixtures. It is the result of fermenting, of wetter honey [which you will see] if you observe the movement and bubblings of honey, 
especially that which is mixed with water. Indeed there is nothing more vaporous that ferments more easily [than honey.] From this [material], without any other spirit, [bees] 
can be produced quite easily by nature (a helpful analogy is an egg). But the king, the father himself, presides over what he gathers. By his work the material is made smooth, is 
placed in order, and is distributed after it is anointed and refined by the mouth [of the bee]. It has heat not so much from its own internal motion of its first fermentings and 
from its surrounding heat, but from the seminal spirits injected by [the king). It is very greatly agitated and stirred up by these spirits, and in intermingling with such spirits 
it is more readily excited and springs forth with its original vigor just as it would from a father. When it has been seized by the fervor which pursues and urges it gradually 
through the last steps of the folding and encompassing of all forms, it is confined into organs and all the limbs. These generative materials must be completely understood. They 
are thought by a number of scientists to be nothing more than a substance similar to condensed spirits. Although they have added the fleshy body (better for the first food) the 
generative materials overflow with spirits. In any case it is allowed that the force and energy of the generative material are in the spirit. Without a doubt we have the purest 
material, the primordial spirit (as I call it) from the father, which brings the bee to completion. The father, coming upon the material, immediately produces more and more 
similar parts so that the life of the bee, having been implanted most promptly and most strongly, remains, sent forth equally by the disposition of the place, capable above all of 
being molded, and far more efficient than the architecture of Scaliger. And it is admirable too how natural philosophers, building and furnishing homes for themselves, unite 
with these little spirits in a manner more elegant than plain. You might ask nothing more of the paternal office than the production of offspring, but you must admire more the 
father who knows no easier sports, no excitement of lustful madness, no impurities or veneries.
What entirely opposite things he seizes upon. He knows the unknown, for an ignorant or slothful author does not produce, and he accomplishes unknown work and offspring, but 
[the Father] gives work befitting a free man to free men, with zeal. Should you perhaps throw out the fuller materials which are rather heavy? These should not be sought by the 
body of the bee because [bees] do not have a craw for taking in food which they cannot use. [Such food] should not flow through the limbs nor should it leave any mark on the 
forms [of the bees] which are outstanding now since they have been well formed by an outside force. [Those bees] who are employed in work, well known, formed together with 
and disposed similarly to the father, are outstanding. The very delicate little body should not be polluted by eating strange food if foods on which the body depends exist close by. 
The spirits alone, which are imposed on the generative constitution of this material, are sufficient. They are sent forth entirely from the body of the Father. They are well dis-
tinguished, and they are like so many spirits which are sent forth ornamented with the small form [of bees] just as [ideas] are put down in writing with firmly impressed letters. 
The spirits establish that posture both inside and out. From the joining [of spirit and form] the Apinus results in all its forms. You should not doubt those distinctions of form, 
although it is allowed that you cannot see them. The particles in their various positions convey the maternal characteristics, though they escape our eyes. Thus, you can discern 
things by tastes and odors, by the various strikings of particles [upon the senses]; and you can perceive the odors of things, however diverse, wholly through your nostrils rather 
them by the sight of them. You can perceive even the smallest invisible bodies effused by Moschus throughout an entire bedchamber. I say that you can perceive the Moschaceus 
parts. If you consider odor as the talent of dogs, that is to say the most skillful canine nostrils, you should learn about what they perceive, the diverse exhalations from the body 
of a single animal, the traces clinging persistently in the trails despite much time and washing. These exhalations could certainly not be perceived distinctly or could not attract 
the attention of the senses unless the particles on the outside retain the maternal form. The material of bees, although it cannot be seen, is well impressed on the breath and 
breathing of the whole body, but it is impressed much more effectively in the spirit. The spirit assimilates nothing whatsoever that elaborates its own likeness or adds weight 
to it except what the outer parts [of the body] assimilate. It has progressed, like a bud maturing in nature, from a little worm at the beginning which turns into an egg, where 
it is gathered up into a round ball, as if in an egg. At its completion it encloses a resting nymph which gathers strength from its chief components. When at last arms and legs 
have grown out and its other parts have been stretched forth, it is made into the bee. We are not able to summon forth the mother, meanwhile, to all her maternal duties. Little 
mothers are steadfastly present, fostering the kingly fetuses of the resting bees until they are finally brought to completion. You should consider these little mothers as being of a 
lower rank along with the other bands of workers. First the Great Mother Nature operates on these little birds. Then the father produces, advances and Confirms the work. At 
last there are the little nurses. Thus the marvel in this procreation of excellent little animals is that nature seems to act together with the parents. She even seems to cooperate 
more and to bring forth [offspring] just as [the parents do]. You have certain parts of your substance from the foul-named passion, and you have parts from material similar to 
it and marked by it. Through the harmony [of bee and nature] there are, on the one hand, forms and on the other their connection, heat now producing the first and then the 
succeeding forms, both the uniting and the resting. There are always foods similar to the substance of the body. As the material itself is further away, much more is formed by 
the spirit which is at hand, and the great parent, happening onto an assembly of advantageous things, brings forth bees. There is a truly unique force of nature and of the father 
which brings new kings to completion in a remarkably short time. They select the most excellent material (this is a golden-honey condensate), a multitude of thickened spirits, 
so that [the new kings] can reach perfection most rapidly and so that they do not have to linger as unformed little worms or as a sleeping nymph or such a small thing, but they 
grow most rapidly in size of body and of nature as though made from the choice flowers of all those available, as Pliny says. In this certain way are kings generated according 
to the leonine principle. In this way, then, nothing whatsoever is lacking in the generation of bees except that which is considered impure, foolish, or less than serious. Anything 
which can and does tempt weak young slaves [is absent]; indeed [those slaves] seem to be guided much less prudently than these young birds, who know much earlier [in life] 
how to direct any venery in themselves to the purpose of successors and subjects so that they can dedicate the labors of their strength equitably to the fruits of setting up colonies, 
and they send forth now one and now another. Truly one cannot look into the virgin women’s chamber of the bees without admiration or with too little admiration.
The workshop of physiology in which the composition of the offspring is done is completely inaccessible. It is unheard of by many, whether they are guided by the scholastic store-
houses of striving or by the more pleasant cover of contemplation, whose pages have mentioned that according to history the sisters of the king are of common and ordinary ori-
gins. This industrious prolificacy of bees certainly does not seem to have been observed enough in history, and for that reason it is hardly known and is confused by ambiguities. 
It is very obscure to the questioning Aristotle and to Pliny and much more so to others. The third manner of bringing forth young, which is as remarkable as the others, is the 
generation from the union of the parents, either in intercourse or in a mixture of warm substances, or a begetting from this conjuncture, it joins [them] naturally into one. It 
seems as if a new nature had been constituted. The king, the lord, occupies himself almost entirely with the practice of bringing forth offspring who can be formed. It is the duty 
of the great parent (for which reason he is considered the only male in the whole family, but wrongly so). He most skillfully makes the beings who are his soldiers, slaves, admin-
istrators, and even sons according to the oath, whom he rules with full rights and whom he industriously employs in works and duties. He does not take on any other labors or 
any cares of less importance than the greatest occupations, the actual ruling and keeping together of the people.
There is a cohort, or a retinue, selected for the king from the older bees. It remains around the leader in attendance and guardianship and other such duties. [Its members] are 
excused from the honey making labors, according to Aelian. Pliny notes these attendants, the careful guardians of [the king’s] authority.
There are leaders, who are the royal administrators whom nearly all writers usually confuse with kings and thus say that there are many kings, or better, aristocrats among the 
bees. Moreover, we ourselves can well recognize the monarch when we admire these swift-flying bees from a distance. He is well-established in his own duties, and his limbs are 
on a solid [colored] body. How ill-formed, with rifts, and how uncertain are the aristocracy in their multi-[colored] bodies. Also, the words of Aristotle do not agree [with the 
opinion that there are several kings] if you consider that τοὺ βαςιλέαχ, τοὺϛ ἡγεμὸναϛ, [thou king, thou leader] distinguishes the one lord from those outstanding bees who 
undertake the command and who lead the line of march of the people. You know, meanwhile, the judgment pronounced on seditious leaders; whenever they are less than compli-
ant or in some other way culpable they are driven a great distance away from the beehive and from the royal courtyard.
According to Pliny and Aristotle, the best Urban bees are thickset, round, short, and a variegated golden-red color. According to 
Albertus Magnus they are perhaps a third sort of genus which he calls Columnale.
There are somewhat longer, hairy bees which are similar to wasps. They are less highly esteemed by Pliny, although might they 
be a second genus, according to Albertus?
According to Pliny and Aristotle there are other somewhat longer, hairy bees, similar to wasps, that are of a lower class. They are 
inferior to the first two kinds in the art of living together and of arranging their comb and their dwellings.
There are ones of enormous size, black and shaggy, like a ball of yarn, according to Columella.
There are, according to Columella, smaller bees which are round, shaggy haired, and dusky colored, although according to 
Albertus Magnus these, which he calls shaggy, hairy, evil, and irascible, are the genus Tussicum.
There are those which are even smaller and are fat, broad, and of a somewhat lighter color, according to Columella.
There are those which are smallest and are slender, have sharp stings, and are reddish gold varying to a lighter [color], according 
to Columella.
The Germans raise certain peculiar bees which differ somewhat from the others in form. They can also be taught after a certain 
fashion, and they build Mellitores as they go about in the hives, and they collect abundant honey for their lords. For this rea-
son they excel the rest by their adroitness and dexterity and are thought to be the equal of the very clever and sagacious. Just 
as the above mentioned German spirits seem to be powerful in moral strength inasmuch as they can be instructed in obedience 
to men, those in Samogithia are noted by Cardan for their very hardy bodies which both resist the cold and make the best 
honey. However, we can add the Septentrionalian [bees] from Olao and those which are present in the cold and icy Scythas 
according to Aelian. Sarmatians believed that bees are greatly benefited by pine groves. There is more honey on the Tanais 
according to Scaliger.
We must judge the Apulian bees as the stronger, however, both in their work and in their bodies. D. Fabio Colonna Lincei, who 
is noted for his teaching and his character, has observed them at the walls of the camp of Cerinolani. He brought back to us 
those bees that are so fruitful both in honey and in offspring that from any beehive ten swarms will proliferate in a very short 
time. They gather a very abundant, thick and pure honey and also much wax, from which we surmise the name of the camp 
is taken. [Honey and wax], refined from headed thyme, narrow-leaved Pulegio, and Cachrifera Libanotide, sticky and odorous 
with other umbelliferous oozings, are carried by the bees in this region. In Samnium, however, and in colder sites of those 
who today are called Molisians, less honey is to be had from bees. This honey, however, is very sweet, and it flows easily, being 
white and granular. A hill of Calabria and Gecala, near Nola, cannot be praised too highly as a cause of honey, a warm flower 
and fruit bearing place.
According to Cardan there are white bees around Peru and Carthage. They seem to correspond to the honey-makers of the 
north, which are called the Albus Ponticus by Aristotle and Pliny, and their honey corresponds closely to the bee for it is the 
same in color. For what reason, either from the dew or the air, do they generally hear that the Pontic honey is bad?
Certain bees, however, are very mild mannered and grow tame in their obedience to their masters; our Aquaspartans and the 
Carsulians at Portaura in Umbria raise [them] because it is pleasant to handle them and their honey and their combs. In the 
fields of their towns and especially in the mountains is the most excellent honeymaking and the production of saccharin, 
which you can see emulates [honey] both by its color and its hardness, or finally even by its use. Certainly it is concealed 
by the temperate celestial air, by the common thyme, hysop, parsnip, and by many odorous branches. The great open fields 
crowded with Virgilian starwort generally smile with pleasure upon bees, in the meadows gaily sprinkled with golden violet 
elegance in which do not abide those Homeric niades whose bees made honey in a cave. But the flowing rivulet of the Naia 
waters those flowers which are pleasing to bees.
We also know of the [bees] of those most odorous regions in Etruria who are highly praised for the fruitfulness of their honey, 
their work, and their complete refinement and cleverness. You can never praise enough those bees who spring forth from the 
flowering cup, from the very bosom of the flower.
The city itself has been better able to sustain and cultivate the illustrious urban bees rather than sending them out from itself. 
The walls, when they remain as fashioned, would indicate that the home was always pleasing to the bees. The ancient names 
dedicate the city devoted to the bees according to a flower. The very walls, which swarm with settling bees who live there 
or their own free will in beehives in the plaster, describe most fully urban bees and the city of bees. There are balconies for 
honey, as it were, which collect great amounts
All ought to discover that sweet city, walled on all sides, surrounded on all sides by the kindness and the honey of the bees.
[Bees] favor us most kindly. The best honeys are made by the best bees at Styraceta near the city and in the forests of our tur-
pentine trees, in the skies, the plains and the passages of the mountain in Latium, in ancient Medulla. In these and in other 
places the Aromatopolia and Opsonopolia in the state are filled with the most outstanding honey from the flourishing and 
flowering greenswards nearby. If unscrupulous merchants desire to have more honey, the honey may be increased exceed-
ingly although in a manner more rash than seemly, to an unfavorable and unjust share by placing beans in the honeycombs 
(contrary to the reason of causing fermentation). Hispanic, Hyblean and Hymettian bees will excel, and you can preserve the 
honey of these regions if you draw it off unadulterated.
If any of the swift-flying, gentle [bees] are very agreeable, they are the domestic, gentle ones called Ethiopian because the 
swarms make their homes among men and exist there almost naturally and with all propriety. Now I have observed at times 
and in parts of our native homes, or even in caves, that swarms have been tamed. I have observed this phenomenon in my 
own buildings, not without delight, inasmuch as the zeal and inclination of each spirit is added to the very buildings. I have 
rejoiced in the urban [bees] of the whole city, truly, of the whole world because [they are] outstanding and truly remarkable, 
and I have venerated and admired those on the highest vertex of the Vatican.
However, the Halizonican bees wander freely with men, and they go out grazing with [the cattle] and are not constrained to the 
hives, and they do their work here and there; and their [honey] is so hard that you cannot separate the honey from the wax, 
according to the testimony of Pausanius. Consider also the Hostiliana Padana, those sailors who under the leadership of the 
honey-makers follow them in their boats to new pastures.
But those dismissed by Aristotle above are also in the Pontus, and they make hard white honey without benefit of honeycombs.
Likewise there are those in Cappadocia [who live] without combs, but [their honey is] of the consistency of oil, according to 
Aelian.
What they gather most fruitfully from the trees is known in many places as the nectar-like drops of flowing honey. That the 
trees of the Medes pour forth honey is recorded not only by Euripides. For Strabo confirms more than once that the same 
thing happens in Matiana of Media; and he adds that the [honey] comes forth in Hyrcania, also in the countries of the 
Fortunates, and likewise in Sacasena and in Araxena of Armenia. And Diodorus refers to the honey-flowing Hyrcanian oak-
like tree. Quintus Curtius says that the leaves of these trees are wet with honey. The most fruitful land of India also has honey 
in the same manner, as it flows from the leaves of the trees in that place. It is recorded that among the Citherones sweet drops 
flow from branches, and that honey is engendered in the trees in Thrace. Thus says Rhodiginus. Herodotus also notes the 
assurance from Thrace that the region across the Istus abounds with innumerable bees. The same is said about Libya and 
about Thrace. The same is true in the Isle of Cumana, according to Petrus Hispanus. You might say that the Sibylline oracle 
of Virgil came forth in these regions.
The Germans say that they get much honey from bees in the woods, who build their nests of their own accord in the cavities of 
trees, and sometimes of walls, particularly near the more ancient temples. They abound in the fields of Lamia. 
In the same way forest bees are said [to be] most excellent and most abundant in Moscovia. The white nature of the best honey 
and wax (particularly of the former) is noted there and about Punica. In Podolia hives are established by bees in cavities of 
trees, of riverbanks, and even of the ground. As a result the whole province abounds in honey in a marvelous manner just as [it 
abounds] in odorous flowers. In Prussia also all hollow trees of the forests are filled with honeycombs.
But also among the new Indies, [there are] these gifts of prodigal nature. Nardo Antonio Recchio, the new Dioscorides of anoth-
er world, who has diligently and methodically brought together the Materia Medica of New Spain in ten books, asserts that 
there are small Mexican bees, blackish, hairy, without stings, making waxen honeycombs in the hollows of trees and making 
the best honey. And P. Gregoire de Bolivar, who for some time has been in danger of his life in these kingdoms and who has 
observed the many works of God in them, confirms it orally. Who can doubt that these Occidentalis India Quiddi, which are 
the size of flies and lack a sting, are the same as bees. They make large combs In the hollows of trees. Joannes Stadius reports 
in a similar tone that in Brazil black bees the size of flies make honey in rotted out trees, and he sets these up as a second 
class, but of the others he [makes] a first class, which he says can correspond almost exactly to our native bees. And Levinus 
Hulsius notes bees exceedingly small and without a sting in the region of the M— ehcahius. Indeed, Bolivar names certain 
species from which anyone might take away the honey at any time without harm.
Recchio has other Mexican bees, also, called Tlalpiploli, which are the same size as our native bees, black and yellow mottled, 
and lack a sting.
But Cieca describes as a third sort the larger Peruvian bees of [New] Spain that lack a sting, but notwithstanding this they attack 
the honey gatherers and entangle themselves in an extraordinary manner in their hair and beards. They bring the most highly 
praised honey, as much as twelve pounds in a single hive. They situate themselves in the hollows of deserted trees and in other 
places of the same sort in Ceyba.
Recchio notes in like manner other smaller Mexican bees, similar to winged ants, without a sting, who suspend their hives in 
rocks and trees. They are called Micatzonte camimiaoatl, and [their hives] are built in a peculiar manner from animal hides 
and chaff.
Recchio adds other small Mexican bees, also called Tlalneuhtli. They lack stings, construct circular combs in underground plac-
es, and [make] somewhat sharp and bitter honey.
In Thermiscyra near the flowing Thermodon, Aristotle writes about [bees] constructing hives sometime on the ground and 
sometime in deep excavations. In these hives there is hardly any wax, but instead thick honey, and the comb is smooth and 
uniform. Pliny considers that there are two of these Thermodon races: the ones who make honey in trees and the others who 
construct a most fruitful triple row of wax combs underground. But there is another species besides that previously mentioned 
by Aristotle who fashion triple combs in the ground, and this species never has grubs. If we understand this offspring as grow-
ing out of little worms (as seems entirely suitable), this species will be very much sterile.
According to Nicolas Monardes the Tolutana of America are black, and they make black wax, which the Indians prepare in the 
form of a little spoon for drawing off balsam [sap] and stick on the trees. At first [the sap] was brought to Spain for torches, 
but it has a foul odor; therefore it is used as medication when it is hot and gummy. But he says that the [bees] build nests in 
apertures of the earth and in subterranean caverns, and Francisco Lopez Gomara seems to recall [the same thing].
Cieca also reports as a second species black Peruvian [bees] who make almost six pints of Hispanic honey in hives chosen by 
them in the hollows of trees. The orifices [of the hives] are fitted with tubules of wax mixed with other things which becomes 
as hard as stone. Joannes Lerius seems to confirm [it], and he says that the American bees in Brazil are similar to our native 
flies. Their hives are called Yra-Yetie in the Indies; that is to say Yra, very good honey, Yetic, wax. In hollowed out trees [the 
bees] make a black wax used as pitch stoppers by the natives.
There is the flying Anthredo in Hyrcania (do not confuse Tenthredo and Anthredo with diverse other kinds of insects), a little 
animal, indeed a very small bee according to Diodorus (and what other than an apicula? [little bee]). It is most celebrated and 
distinguished, however, because it feeds on mountain flowers. Since it has hives, it fixes the cells of its combs in concave rocks 
and in trees blighted by lightening, and it gathers a liquor of uncommon sweetness which [Diodorus] says is not inferior to 
our honey. According to Diodorus, it is certainly honey that is made by this very small bee.
There are those [bees], however, which are even smaller. They are recorded as a third kind by Joannes Stadius. They are as small 
as gnats and live in Brazil. Their small size is no reason why they should not be praised for their fruitfulness as honey makers. 
Indeed they gather the best honey into their hollow trees. He tells how they are endowed with stings which are larger than 
those of our native [bees] but which are less sharp. I believe that this [dull sting] is in accordance with [the bee’s] weak body. 
However, they attack in swarms those natives who are taking away their honey, and they cling so and sting them with their 
bodies so much that [the natives] can scarcely remove them even with their hands. Indeed, when [Stadius] went to his work 
among the bees, he was at first not able to tolerate it when he was stung but, seeking the river, he tried to drive them away by 
immersing himself.
The Albae Peruvana which are slightly larger than gnats, are set up as a first species by Cieca. They live in single families in 
hollow trees and usually make libras of honey, but it is somewhat sour.
There are the Acomimiaoatl of Mexico who build an oblong hive. According to Recchio these are a little larger than the Brazilian 
[bees] but smaller than our native bees, are golden colored, and have stings.
Of the American forest bees those most commended are the Lachihuana who, according to the relation of P. Bolivar, are oblong, 
similar to winged ants, golden reddish, with a harmful sting. They build their hives in small bushes by the most remark-
able structuring of a collection of various round globes. The natives most eagerly and most usefully employ these bees and 
even their grubs as food. These [bees] nourish many of the natives. The material of the cells is not wax but the most flimsy 
stuff such as the chaff of dried leaves. Their best honey is similar to hardened saccharin. They seem nearly similar to the 
Micatzontecamimioatl of Recchio in their building [of hives].
Bees chiefly from D. Ioannes 
Aldrovandi, who gather honey and 
do not separate out the wax. They 
cover their combs with moss, 
chaff, and the rubbish from trees.
Now these [bees] are called by great-
er titles among the Hollanders 
because of their size. The follow-
ing are called Imperatoria, who, 
furnished with sharp stings, build 
nests in rocks according to the 
recollection of Aldrovandi.
The Atactum you might suspect 
from M. Albertus, the name 
corrupted from that of the sharp 
stinged locust Attaco. These build 
their combs and store up a fluid 
honey in subterranean caverns, 
but Albertus recalls the same 
of the Congregationis, and he 
imposes certain names which you 
cannot easily adopt.
There are Xicotli, degenerate bees of Mexico that are larger than wasps. Recchio says they make honey in the fissures of walls 
and of river banks. They are mostly black but are lighter colored on their backs and have stings.
P. Bolivar mentions to us the Guancoiro, bees of the Americas which are twice as large as our native bees, are mottled with 
black and gold, are shaggy, have a large body, are ill made, and sting badly. In subterranean receptacles they build waxen 
combs shaped like a woman’s fingers, separated and spread out Just like little combs. They store up honey which is clear and 
very good for medications. It is used as the chief medicine among all the rest of the Indies; but, since it is acid and thin it 
is less pleasant as food. Because of this honey these bees seem to correspond with their above-mentioned countrymen, the 
Tlalneuhtli.
We make the Uruncui a subordinate relation of the same bees. They are similar to our stinged bees in form and body. They 
are solitary, and they are domestic. The single ones doubtless build receptacles for themselves in corners and in the walls of 
homes, always building among branches in finger-like tubules that they fill with offspring and honey.
There are also other Uruncui, referring to the same species. They have stings and are able to make holes in the wood of houses 
and trees and to dig out little places for themselves after they have hollowed out the material. They take with them into these 
holes both offspring and liquid honeys. These honeys are thick and rather of the same nature as the dried albumin of eggs. 
Because [of their habit of boring into] very hard wood, they seem related to the Quauhxieotli of Recchio, which are provided 
with a very long sting. When they puncture (as one says) the honey-sweet reeds they always cleave them from top to bottom 
with their tongues, but the Uruncui store honey. The [Quauhxicotli] seem rather to destroy, so that they ought to be consid-
ered an inferior sort of bee, or rather they ought to be placed with the following makers of combs.
Those called sirenes are scarcely recognized at all by recent writers. They are confused enough by ancient writers. According 
to Pliny they produce drones and come from drones, but according to Dalechamps they are like nymphs from bees. Aristotle 
distinguishes them as manifestly different from bees themselves; nevertheless, Aelian seems to make them part of the family of 
bees, and Aristotle calls them a larger, black speckled [bee].
The smaller sirene is completely dark. No other one is described.
According to Pliny and Aristotle, there is the Bombyx, or the Bombylius. The Bombylius of Suidas is the largest in the race. 
Aristotle and Aelian say that it is of no use for [producing] honey. It seems twice as large as Serifico Bombyce but should be 
entirely distinguished, as Pliny warns. He attributes to it nests of mud like a kind of salt which are fastened firmly to rocks 
and are very hard. In them it makes more wax than bees do.
Aldrovandi tells of Bombos feeding around a sewer and likewise around pits.
Besides these, there is the wild Amphibian, a swift-flying [member] of the species of bees who not only flies but swims in the water.
[There are] drones, the sutlers, the servants of the bees, their water-bearers, designated by the masculine name of bee. Some think that they are the offspring of all those who have 
served their term [of work] because when they cease their labors outside they, least of all, are allowed to be lazy but they must be relieved of duties within the hive. They are 
designated as producing slaves in the complement of the family. This offspring is very tawny or somewhat darker and heavier [than other bees] and does not have a sting. The 
drones are called stinged however because of their nature and will. Although they are not as large as the kings, when there is no king they are proud for then they are produced 
in a more worthy place in the cells of the bees, and because of this they are more audacious. Since they live apart according to the proper order [of the hive], they hold the rank 
of common servants. They perform in addition the tasks unworthy of a freeman, and they are even constrained to fulfill the destiny of others, for example that of the emerging 
incuba. They are sterile, according to many. There are several things concerning which Aristotle seems to say the same thing about them and about the offspring of bees. You 
should read the name Χαῖρε, Cephenas for Greek drones. There are those who call these imperfect ones Sirenes inasmuch as they correspond to the nymphs of bees. [Drones] 
produce what is false and sterile, and because of this they are noted for their vice of laziness, for which they continually suffer punishment. It pleases Scaliger to call [them] 
Apiastros.
[There are] the honey thieves which, according to Pliny, are another group of drones who are certainly illegitimate and are black with a great round belly (is it perhaps accordant 
with black sedition?) They are the largest of the family. They are smaller than the drones according to Aristotle who, since he generally confused them with the [worker bees], is 
the reason that [other writers] hear the same thing, and that wrongly. This black bee I believe is better called Kachim after Albertus Magnus.
Some call Sclerum or Chlorum a companion after Aristotle and Pliny (for it is evil either because of its harshness according to Dalechamps or because of its color according to 
Scaliger, [who] pick and use the names that are fitting for this abortion because it causes abortion). The little grubs of bees are molested by a species of spider ambiguously 
called Pyraustam. These cause an abortion of bees, according to Pliny. Other little animals come forth from the filthy honeycombs [where the bees are aborted]. One better 
explains this happening and perchance comes closer to the [cause] when he deems that this happens because of the corrupt generation of bees, because of a defect of incubation, 
or of the mixture itself, or because of some other injury from outside.
The Oestrus also is considered a kind of bee that is produced in the outer parts of the combs, according to Pliny it is a larger fetus that because of the size of its body is able to 
imitate the king himself. This domestic and disquieting enemy is thus confusedly called a {king] because it drives the swarm [from the hive] and does not allow it to be at rest. 
You think that its generation is similar to that of the sclerus but with much more abundant spirits spreading through the material leading even to madness. While the creatures 
are closed up, they are violently stirred up by any blow on the outside and by the internal heats in the hive, and they are usually mistaken by the name of foul filth. The little 
beasts immediately cause a turbulent ferment. The swarm thus driven harshly as if by a goad is never able to insinuate itself into the unproductive ruin [of the hive]. Thus 
nothing can have a place under the roofs of the family Apina which does not contribute [to the home] in some way. Thus [bees] are situated in their diverse forms according to 
the proportions and mixing of spirits and mass, by the ferment, and by thorough boiling. The diverse kinds of bees constitute steps in the house of the bees. Some are distin-
guished as greatest in the administration of the regimen, some are distinguished by their duties, and others by their labors.
In the M I D D L E , as it were, of a twofold state of nature






Armed with a 
sting, larger 
honey-makers
Forest bees that are elegant, hairy, and vary from red to black are 
described by him. They make rather sparse combs with round cells.
The others are smaller, and vary from black to red; they make smaller 
and denser combs.
Shaggy, partial to mud
Very white, and somewhat smaller
Black
Dark Reddish
Varicolored. Here he seems to place again the 
Citrinas bees, which he calls Congregas.
Larger, with very small yellow spots
Smaller, with some very large spots of intenser color
Who are received 
into beehives by 
men, swarming 
now in our land, 
then in America




By more recent 
observations, more 
nearly varied in 











Of the  
U R B A N
bee, who is 
accustomed to 
make honey in 
the homes of 
hospitable men, 












In riverbanks and walls
In subterranean places
Perhaps as if they are 
singing?
A certain buzzing din
Less often observed, or even  
perhaps confused
Somewhat degenerate; disturbed, 
or better, altered civil honeymakers
Aldrovandi finds 
their wax in mud
Magnapes Auoni 
Bononiesium
With more fleshy 
bodies
The longer Tyrin of M. Albertus 
The smaller Tyrin is pointed in shape, which seems to make this small bee of medium 
length. He says that they build nests around roots and gather inferior wax.
The largest Yomalias, vari-colored, short. Thus it is by itself.
Atactum is shorter in length, but larger in roundness and thickness. Perhaps it is the 
same as Yomalia. Indeed it is difficult to discern among Albertus’s bees.
Black
Green, and other colors
C I V I L
and those who 
gather together, 
who live together 
with work and 
duties distin-
guished in
Those bees, more precisely 
called W O R K E R S, 
generated by the king as a 
second sort of offspring, and 
in their conformation evolving 
from a little worm and a 
nymph into a flying insect. 
Smaller than the king and the 
drones, who produce drones 
in the third step of generation 
from the king. They are distin-
guished...
Those who 
work inside, the 
oldest ones, who 
consequently are 
very hairy.
Those who go forth to the work which is outside. They 
fight, they kill drones and obnoxious creatures. They are 
almost entirely without hair and are the young ones.
Architects, building combs
Burden bearers
Cleaners, who carry out filth







Guards at the gates
Explorers
Those who fly ahead
Those who carry water to the cells and mix the 
honey, unless the whole of this labor must be 
attributed to the drones.
Work-bearers who carry material
[They are] the parents of the drones, armed with a strong sting which they say is worthy of a male. They are very similar to 
the king by nature, overflow with spirit, and are strong enough to gather and place in order that generative honey-sweet 
juice and to produce spirits which are discharged [into the juice] but which are weaker [than those discharged by the king]. 
The result is that the offspring, although it has a large body, is destined to such burdensome labors that it grows up with a 
dull nature, with spirits scarcely sufficing for its own life, much less to propagating by generation.
[There are] nurses, armed with a sting, who are closed up at home in the hive, sitting on the fetus fourteen whole days for the 
purpose of warming the kings and maturing them just as is the custom of hens. They are females because of their duty, not 
because of sex or intercourse. They, tending and preserving the growing little fires by their work, do not seem to serve the 
same function as receptacles and bark do for plants, as the shell and surrounding material do for eggs, or as the uterus and 
skin do for higher animals, but they promote the generation of the incipient kingly spirits, add heat to the work of conceiv-
ing, and add besides the appropriate spirits of a secondary sort, as one might call them, the feminine [spirits], and with a 
murmuring commotion they stir these up to greater heats as if for the hatching of the whole band from the broken shells and 
membranes of eggs, as noted by Pliny. Then finally they provide the food for the nurslings and guide them to the commence-
ment of their work. For this reason you can call them little mothers, nurses, who take care of all the duties of the mother 
herself and of the womb in bees, from conceiving to giving birth by freeing [the bees from their cells].
In trees




By the nature of their 
bodies as recently 
observed, chiefly in 
German [bees].
By duties and 
labors, according 
to Aristotle, Pliny, 
and Aelian, and it 
must be doubted 
that the slave is  
preserved because  
of his age.
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